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h i g h l i g h t s

• Proposing a novel Web service decentralized discovery approach.
• Our approach based on two disjoint service recommendation mechanisms.
• Recommending the Web services based on the social trust and the domain-specific expertise.
• Computing the social trust according to the time-aware users’ interactions and the interest similarity.
• Computing the expertise of each recommender according to his past service invocation per domain.
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a b s t r a c t

A few years ago, the Internet of (Web) Service vision came to offer services to all aspects of life and
business. The increasing number of Web services make service recommendation a directive research to
help users discover services. Furthermore, the rapid development of social network has accelerated the
development of social recommendation approach to avoid the data sparsity and cold-start problems that
are not treated very well in the collaborative filtering approach. On the one hand, the pervasive use of
the social media provides a big social information about the users (e.g., personnel data, social activities,
relationships). Hence, the use of trust relation becomes a necessity to filter and select only the useful
information. Several trust-aware service recommender systems have been proposed in literature but
they do not consider the time in trust level detection among users. On the other hand, in the reality,
the majority of users prefer the advice not only of their trusted friends but also their expertise in some
domain-specific. In fact, the taking into account of user’s expertise in recommendation step can resolve
the user’s disorientation problem. For these reasons,wepresent, in this paper, aWeb service decentralized
discovery approach which is based on two complementary mechanisms. The trust detection is the first
mechanism to detect the social trust level among users. This level is defined in terms of the users’
interactions for a period of time and their interest similarity which are inferred from their social profiles.
The service recommendation is the second mechanism which combines the social and collaborative
approaches to recommend to the active user the appropriate services according to the expertise level of
his most trustworthy friends. This level is extracted from the friends’ past invocation histories according
to the domain-specific which is known in advance in the target user’s query. Performance evaluation
shows that each proposed mechanism achieves good results. The proposed Level of social Trust (LoT)
metric gives better precision more than 50% by comparing with the same metric without taking into
account the time factor. The proposed service recommendation mechanismwhich based on the trust and
the domain-specific expertise gives, firstly, a RMSE value lower than other trust-aware recommender
systems like TidalTrust, MoleTrust and TrustWalker. Secondly, it provides a better response rate than the
recommendation mechanism which based only on trust with a difference equal to 4%.

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: ahlem.kalai@gmail.com (A. Kalaı̈),

corinne.zayani@isecs.rnu.tn (C.A. Zayani), ikram.amous@isecs.rnu.tn (I. Amous),
abdelghani_wafa@hotmail.fr (W. Abdelghani), sedes@irit.fr (F. Sèdes).

1. Introduction

1.1. Context & problem statement

In the last years, the massive use of Web services evolved the
Web pages to Internet of Services (IoS) [1]. SOA (Service Oriented
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Architecture), Web 2.0 (Social Web) and Web 3.0 (Semantic Web)
are among the technologies for IoS [2]. The aim of IoS is to offer
services to all aspects of life and business [3]. In fact, all people,
machines and goods have access to it by leveraging the network
infrastructure. In the open service environment of IoS, Web ser-
vices are increasing continuously. The service consumers (users)
utilize different search tools such as public registries (e.g., UDDI,1
Membrane,2 WebServices Directory,3 etc.), public portal (e.g., Pro-
grammableWeb4 ) or search engine (e.g Swoogle,5 Titan,6 etc.).
However, all of these tools return a large number of services to the
users. This causes a service overload problem [4,5]. Furthermore,
these tools (i) do not take into account the user’s profile, (ii) lack
of dynamics [6], i.e., the user must query the registry regularly
to look for the appropriate services, and (iii) based on centralized
structure. Consequently, the service discovery and selection suffer
from low precision results [7].

In fact, to enhance the service discovery, many research studies
have been proposed in literature. The majority of these works are
based only on semantic description of service with annotation
(e.g., AWSDL, SA-WSDL) or ontology (e.g., OWL-S) to automatize
the discovery level. While, others depend on non-functional prop-
erties, such as Quality of Service (QoS) [8] (e.g., response time, reli-
ability) which is advertised by the service providers or collected on
user’ side. In another axis, several research works [9,10] paid more
attention to the Collaborative Filtering (CF) based recommendation
approach to help users out of service overload. But, this approach
has some problems such as the data sparsity and the cold start
problems [11]. With the advent of social Web, a Social Recom-
mendation (SR) approach [12–14], which is based on users’ social
networks, emerged in order to reduce the CF problems. In this
context, several social service recommendation approaches have
been proposed to bring new opportunities to more personalize the
service discovery. Some of these studies based on trust between
service providers [15,16], service requesters [5,17] or between
services [18,19]. In this paper, we focus on social service recom-
mendation which based on mining trust from social networks of
service requesters.

The success of users’ social networks is largely due to their open
and decentralized structure and also the great number of datawere
generated. In this context, the first problem is that some noisy
information can infiltrate into a recommendation mechanism and
damage the prediction accuracy [5]. Hence, the notion of trust
becomes necessary to filter this big data [20]. Because the user’s
experience is vulnerable to his malicious manipulation [21], only
the experience provided by trusted users should be taken into
account. Based on this assumption, some research studies [22,23]
have focused on users’ interactions to compute the social trust by
combining with other factors namely the interest similarity [24],
the users’ proximity [25,26]. However, all of them have neglected
the impact of time in trust computing. Starting from our current
life, the trust relationships change over time which implies that
these links can grow stronger or weaker depending on the users’
interactions and their affinities. In this direction, Moghaddam
et al. [27] considered the temporal factor to rank trusted friends
to be recommended.

The second problem is the insufficient use of the user’s feed-
back in the rating prediction of service to be recommended. From
our real life, themajority of users prefer the advice not only of their
trusted friends but also their expertise. In literature, some service

1 http://uddi.xml.org/services.
2 http://www.service-repository.com/.
3 http://www.webservicex.net/New/Home/Directory.
4 http://www.programmableweb.com/.
5 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/.
6 http://ccnt.zju.edu.cn:8080/.

recommendation approaches [4,28] have introduced the concept
of expertise through different definitions and metrics. However,
all of them do no consider the domain of user’s query. In other
words, we suppose a user A in his social network trusts another
user B for his recommendation of medical domain. This does not
automatically means that A trusts B’s views on the travel domain.

1.2. Contribution

Compared to the existing research studies, our discovery ap-
proach aims the IoS and combines the Web 2.0 trends, especially
the users’ social networks, with SOA paradigm. In this paper, we
present the enhancement of our previous service decentralized
discovery approach [29]. The extended approach combines the so-
cial and collaborative filtering based on trust and domain-specific
expertise. The advantage of this combination resides in the case
where the social recommendation fails to return services to the
user. Our objective is to reduce together the service overload and
the user’s disorientation problems.

The main contributions of the research reported in this article
are as follows:

• We proposed to integrate the users and their invoked sat-
isfactory services into the same structure of their social
networks. Therefore, we have choose a SOAF (Service-Of-A-
Friend)7 model [30] in order to benefit from social connec-
tions among users, services and users/services. This model
is an extension of FOAF (Friend-Of-A- Friend)8 network
structure which is augmented with service related informa-
tion. The advantage of SOAF is to foster the creation of Web
service ecosystems [30].
• We integrated two complementary mechanisms that can

be used separately or conjointly: Social Trust Detection
(STD) and Service Recommendation (SR). STD detects the
social trust level among users. SR combines the social and
collaborative approaches to recommend to the active user
the appropriate services according to the domain-specific
expertise level of his trustworthy friends.
• We introduced four concepts which are called respectively:

(i) Level of the user’s Interaction (LoI) to compute the degree
of interaction between users based on their frequencies of
social activities in theperiod of time. (ii) The Level of Similar-
ity (LoS) is to compute the interest similarity between two
users based on their social profiles. (iii) The Level of Trust
(LoT) is to compute the confidence degree between users
by aggregating the two last concepts. (iv) The Level of user’s
expertise (LoE) quantifies the usage experience of a friend in
the domain-specific that indicated in advance by the active
user in his query.
• We conducted a series of experiments based on three real

datasets. The first service dataset is crawled from public
portals (Xmethods, WebserviceX.Net, etc.), which include
15Web services classified in 5 domains (currency, weather,
travel, movie and localization). The second dataset is com-
posed of 1326 real Facebook users from it a sample of
20 users have participated in the assessment of proposed
mechanisms. The Epinions9 is the last used dataset to eval-
uate the accuracy of the proposed SR mechanism.

Organization of paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present the research background related to our previous
work. In Section 3, we present a new motivating scenarios. In

7 http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/staff/treiber/soaf/index.rdf.
8 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/.
9 http://epinions.com.
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Section 4, we detail the global architecture of novel version of our
proposed system. In Section 5, we detail the STD mechanism. In
Section 6,we detail the SRmechanism and the proposed algorithm.
In Section 7, we expose our experimental studies and the obtained
results. In Section 8, we cite some related work. Finally, we con-
clude with our futures directions.

2. Research background

In [29], we proposed a decentralized discovery approach based
on the user’s egocentric social network. A discovery system, called
SC-WSD (for Social Context based Web Service Discovery), is de-
veloped. In this system, we proposed firstly analyzing and filtering
the user’s social network based on Similarity Degree (SD) measure
that we defined. Our purpose is to keep only the closest friends
of an active user knowing that SD value must be greater than
a static threshold α (equal to 0.5). Then, we extracted the past
invocation histories of these closest friends and filtered this set
based on the user’s query (Q) without taking into account the
domain. Finally, SC-WSD suggests to an active user a set of ranked
services according to SD.

In the next subsections, we remind respectively the egocentric
network structure and the user’s social profile modeling.

2.1. Egocentric network structure

In our work, the structure of SOAF-based egocentric social net-
work is viewed as a bipartite graph. (1) The nodes represent the
users, i.e., requester or provider, and/or web services, i.e., individ-
ual or composite. Each user node represented by his social profile
that describes his characteristics (e.g., interests, preferences, social
activities, past experience). While, each service node described
by a set of properties (e.g., name, description, endpoint) which
are extracted from the WSDL service description. (2) The edges
represent the links that define the social relationships between
those nodes. These links may be: knowledge relation among users,
usage relation between users and services, collaboration relation
among services (see Fig. 2).

2.2. User’s social profile modeling

The rapid development of social media services, such as Face-
book and Twitter, helps users to easily communicate and express
themselves. The massive use of these services generate a great
social data. In our work, each user’ social network is usually char-
acterized by his profile that describes two types of information: (1)
the static information refers to the personal data like: name, age,
country, city, and (2) the dynamic information refers to evolved
data like: interests, preferences, number of friendship relation,
feedback, past experience with invoked services. To represent
these data, we used the SOAF model [30] as presented in Fig. 1.
This model is an extension of FOAF model which is augmented
with Web service data in order to link services and users in the
same structure network. The main goal is to leverage the creation
of IoS vision [30].

3. Motivations

Fig. 2 depicted an example of a SOAF -based egocentric network
of an active user (U). In this network, three types of nodes and
interactions are represented.

Concerning the nodes, we find (i) a central circle node U rep-
resents the ego who is the current user, i.e., service requester that
wants to look for a service. (ii) Others 5 circle nodes (f1, f2, f3, f4 and
f5) represent the directed friends who are connected to U. (iii) A
rectangle nodes represent the list of satisfactory invoked services

Fig. 1. SOAF ontology [30].

in the past by each user. Concerning the interactions, we find: (i) A
friendship relation is undirected link from user to friend and friend
to friend. (ii) A usage relation is a simple link between user or friend
and his past invoked services. (iii) A closeness relation is a directed
and weighted link from U to his friends. The weight of this link is
computed based on SD defined in [29].

To improve the service discovery process that is developed in
SC-WSD system, we present in the next subsections, two moti-
vating scenarios. The purpose is deducing the necessity of using
the concepts of trust and domain-specific expertise to make more
accurate recommendation in social environment.

3.1. Need for a trust concept

In this network, SC-WSD suggests to U, based on his query (for
example: Q1 =Weather), only his closest friends, i.e., f1, f2 and f5
according to SD and α. However, we find in this network:

• f5 shares a great number of friends with U. But, he is not
necessarily share the same interests with him. Hence, it
is important to take into account the interest similarity
between them.
• f1, f2 and f5 are closest friends but they have not invoked a

web service that corresponds to Q1. Therefore, SC-WSD fails
to suggest the appropriate services to U.
• There are some services, i.e., WSWeather and WSWeathFor-

cast which invoked by f3 and corresponded to Q1.

Synthesis. Based on this example, we noted that SD is insufficient to
filter among closest friends since it is based only on the structure
network similarity. Therefore, it is necessary to define another
metric that takes into account the interest similarity between
friends. Since we work within a social context, we find that the
trust concept is a better relation than wemust take it into account.
In addition, the choice of static threshold (α = 0.5) is not an
effectiveway to select closest friends. Therefore, we propose to use
a dynamic threshold for better friend filtering.

3.2. Need for a domain-specific expertise

In this second example, U looks for a hotel service based on
his query (for example: Q2 = hotel). SC-WSD will suggested all
services which are invoked by his closest friends, i.e., f1, f2 and f5.
However, we note the following remarks:

• SC-WSD will return WShotel service that has been invoked
by f5. But, the latter tends to use more services, i.e.,WSMed-
icalDoctor and WSHospitalPrediction, which related to med-
ical domain; and one service, i.e., WShotel, which related to
travel domain. Hence, f5 is more expert in medical domain
than in travel.



Fig. 2. An example of SOAF-based network of user U.

• SC-WSD will return also WSCountryHotel, WSCityHotel,
WSHotel1 which are invoked by f2. Therefore, f2 is more
expert in travel domain more than f5.
• SC-WSD returns to U the previously selected services with-

out any ranking. Therefore, it is more suitable to rank the
recommended services in order to facilitate the service se-
lection.

Synthesis. Based on this example, it is necessary to consider the
user’s expertise in order to provide a better recommendation qual-
ity. Therefore, we propose to calculate the friend’s expertise level
by domain of the active user’s query. In addition, we propose to
define a rating prediction metric for recommended services and
rank its to reduce the disorientation problem.

In the next section, we will detail our novel architecture of SC-
WSD system.

4. Decentralized service discovery approach

Weextend thedecentralized service discovery approach [29,31]
to social collaborative recommendation by introducing the con-
cepts of social trust, domain and expertise. Our purpose is to
overcome the mentioned various limits (see Section 3) and the
problem statement such as the service overload and disorientation
problems.

As depicted in Fig. 3, the novel architecture of SC-WSD sys-
tem has two main inputs: (1) the SOAF- based social profile that
describes each user who involved in social network. This profile
is used in the Social Trust Detection mechanism. (2) The domain
specific-user’s query Q is represented as a tuple ⟨D, K ⟩ where:
D stands for the query’s category and express the domain of the
service that the user is looking for. K represents the keywords
which entered by the user. We choose to represent all domain
by a vector representation where each domain represented by an
identifier and name, i.e., [1, Weather], [2, Travel], etc. This query is
necessary to carry out Service Recommendation mechanism.

The main output of SC-WSD to a target user is a ranked list
of most web services. These latter are invoked by his trusted and
expert friends according to indicated domain in the user’s query.

After each interaction betweenuser and recommended service, SC-
WSD updates implicitly the user’s social profile and the assigned
score in the Rating matrix (U × S) and the user’s expertise level
in the Expertise matrix (U × D). It manages also the services,
i.e., publish, add or remove in the global social network. These
functions are the role of the Network Management and Updating
(NMU) mechanism.

In addition, SC-WSD performs twomain complementarymech-
anisms, such as:

1. Social Trust Detection (STD). We analyze the social profile
of a target user to extract the interests and the interac-
tions with his directed friends. These interactions are repre-
sented by a vector that contains the type of each interaction
(e.g., message, comment or post), the date of interaction and
the involved friends. After that, we compute the trust level
among active user and his all friends.

2. Service Recommendation (SR). We propose adding to the
social service recommendation (SSR), that is proposed in our
previous work [31], a second CF service recommendation
(CFSR)mechanism. This combination is performedwhen the
SSR based on trust and expertise cannot return a result to an
active user. Then, we take into account all directed friends
who are connected to an active user and select only who are
expert in the domain-specific that is mentioned in advance
in the user’s query. After that, it predicts the score of each
recommended service based on the friend’s expertise.

In the following sections, we will detail STD and SR.

5. Social trust detection

With the emergence of social networks and the growing num-
ber of its users, trust has become an important concept in social
media. We propose to exploit the richness of social networks to
detect trustworthy friends. In our daily life, trust between persons
is dynamic andmaybe change over time [32].We consider that this
change may be influenced by two very important factors. The first
factor concerns the frequency of social interactions between the



Fig. 3. Global architecture of our SC-WSD System.

users who depend necessarily on the period of time. The second
factor concerns the similarity between users in terms of their
interests.

As showing in Fig. 4, STD takes the user’s profile as input; it
involves three steps; and it returns as an output a Trust matrix (U
× U) that represent the trust egocentric network for a given user.

1. Egocentric social network analysis. We adopted an ego-
centric analysis [33] of user’s profile in order to detect
and compute the trust level from the individual side. We
propose two main factors that can influence in the social
trust level. The first factor is the Level of users’ interactions
(LoI) (see Section 5.1). Indeed, the social media enables the
users to communicate via various social activities, such as
sendmessages, post comments, wall posts, share photo, etc.
Consequently, the social interactions can affect the strength
of the relationship. The second factor is Level of Similarity
(LoS) (see Section 5.2). In fact, trusting someone does not
perforcemean sharing the same interests and affinities with
him. As consequence, the similarity between users proves
necessary in terms of interests, interpersonal data, etc.

2. Level of trust computing. We proposed in this step to
compute for each active user the trust value based on novel
metric, called Level of trust metric (LoT), that we defined
in [34]. This metric allows to discriminate between trusted
and untrusted friends from egocentric network. LoT is based
on LoI and LoS which are obtained in the previous step (see
Section 5.3).

3. Dynamic Trusted friends filtering.Weproposed in this last
step to select only the most trusted friends for a target user
by taking into account a dynamic trust threshold that we
defined (see Section 5.4). With this threshold, the list of
trusted friends differs from one user to another.

In the next subsections, we expose each metric of LoI, LoS, LoT and
the dynamic trust threshold.

5.1. Level of Interaction (LoI) computing

Compared to the existing metrics [22,23], our LoT metric takes
into account the time factor. At the first level, we compute the
number of interactions (NIf ) between the ego and his friend fi in
the period of time ∆t . At the second level, we calculate the total
number of interactions (NIall) of ego, with all his friends in the same
period ∆t . Eq. (1) show how to calculate LoI.

LoI(ego, fi)∆t =
NIf (ego, fi)∆t

NIall(ego)∆t

(1)

where∆t is the period between the first and current date of interaction
between ego and his friend fi. with NIf is the number of interactions
between the ego and fi and NIall is the total number of interactions of
the ego with all his friends in ∆t .

5.2. Level of Similarity (LoS) computing

In service recommender system, the similarity between users is
measured by comparing their rating attributed to the same service.
However, the ratingmatrix is generally very sparse. For this reason,
we compute the Level of Similarity LoS between friends based on
the Jaccard similarity coefficient. For each pair of nodes (ego, fi), the
level of similarity LoS calculated, as shown in Eq. (2), in terms of the
number of common interests in both users and the total number of
their interests.

LoS(ego, fi) =

interestsego ∩ interestsfi
interestsego ∪ interestsfi
 . (2)

With LoS(ego, fi) is in [0, 1].

5.3. Level of Trust (LoT) computing

In the objective of more personalize the Web service recom-
mendation for each user, we consider the value of trust level LoT is
local, non-transitive and asymmetric. This value is stored in a Trust



Fig. 4. Steps of STD mechanism.

Matrix(U×U). Eq. (3) denotes the LoT which calculated according
to LoI and LoS.

LoT (ego, fj) = α × LoI(ego, fi)∆t + β × LoS(ego, fi) (3)

with α and β are the weighting parameters in [0, 1] and β = 1− α.

5.4. Dynamic trust threshold computing

Compared to the existing works [29] that used a static thresh-
old, we propose a dynamic trust threshold γ that will adapt for
each user. Hence, the list of recommended trusted friends changes
fromoneuser to anotherwhichdepends on the levels of confidence
that is acquired by each user towards his/her directed friends.
Eq. (4) shows how to compute the dynamic trust threshold γ .

γ =

∑
Distinct(tj)∈T

tj

j
(4)

with T is the list of trust levels of fj to all his/her friends, and distinct(tj)
is the list of distinct values in T .

STD mechanism selects the most trusted friends in favor of SR
mechanism if LoT(ego, fj) ≥ γ . In the next section, we will detail
the SR.

6. Service recommendation

On the basis of the domain of the user’s query, SC-WSD system
must suggest to hima ranked list of best serviceswhich are invoked
in the past by his/her friendswho are both trustworthy and expert.
However,we found that there are two caseswhere SC-WSDwill fail
to suggest services to the user:

• For an active user who has not trusted friends.
• No trusted friends is an expert in the domain-specific query.

For these reasons, we proposed to combine the social approach
with the CF approach. The latter will extract all users of the entire
egocentric social network of user’s without any specific relation-
ship and will select only who are expert in the domain-specific
query.

In the next subsection, we detail the step of SR.

6.1. Step of SR

In Fig. 5, SR mechanism performs in six steps. These steps are
the same when SR appeals, on the one hand the SSR mechanism;
and/or on the other hand the CFSR mechanism.

(1) Extraction of recommenders. The recommenders are the
list of friendswho are involved in social network and consti-
tute the input of SR. In the case of SSRmechanism, these rec-
ommenders represent (i) the list of trusted friends who are
already extracted from the STD mechanism (see Section 5).
Or, in the case of CFSRmechanism, they represent (ii) the list
of all directed friends of the entire social network.

(2) Level of Expertise (LoE) computing. We proposed in this
step to measure the expertise of each extracted recom-
mender in the previous step by domain specified in the
user’s query. Indeed, we consider that the recommenders
who have frequently used services in a given domain are
able to provide a better quality recommendation. Eq. (5)
computes the expertise of a recommender fi in a domain
domainj.

LoE(fi, domainj) =
Nbinvok(fi, domainj)∑

domaink∈D
Nbinvok(fi, domaink)

(5)

where Nbinvok(fi, domainj) is the number of service invoca-
tion in the domain domainj of the current user’s query, and∑

domaink∈D
is the sum of the service invocation number in the

list of domains D presented in the system.
(3) Past experience extraction. In this step, SR extracts for each

recommender from his SOAF-based social profiles the infor-
mation related to their web services (e.g., name, description,
operation, endpoint) which were invoked in the past. This
extraction is performed by using the SPARQL10 query. The
result of this step is a list of services without redundancy.

(4) Web service filtering. In this step, SR filters, from the
web services extracted in the previous step, those which
corresponded not only to the domain (domainj) chosen in
advance by the active user but also to the keywords (K )
which composed his query (Q ).

(5) Rating prediction. In this step, SR predicts the rating of each
service which was selected in the previous step according
to Eq. (6). This prediction is based, on the one hand, on
the expertise of recommenders who have invoked these
services, and, on the other hand, on their past attributed
ratings to them.

Ratingpred(wsi, domaink)

=

∑
fj∈R

LoE(fj, domaink)× Rating(fj, wsi)∑
fj∈R

LoE(fj, domaink)
(6)

where LoE(fj, domaink) is the expertise level of the recom-
mender which is calculated in Eq. (5), and Rating(fj, wsi) is the
service’s score attributed by the recommender fj to service wsi
in the past.

(6) Web service Ranking. In this step, SR ranks the list of
recommended services in descending order according to
their predicted ratingswhich calculated in the previous step
according to Eq. (6).

In the next subsection, we expose an extension of global algo-
rithm of service discovery process proposed in [29].

10 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/.
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Fig. 5. Steps of social recommendation based on trust and expertise.

6.2. Global algorithm

In this section, we detail our proposed algorithm that we di-
vided into two parts as shown in Algorithm 1- part 1 and Algo-
rithm 2- part 2. The global algorithm takes as input the user’s
identifier IdEgo, his query Query and three following matrices:
The trust matrix mTrust[1..n][1..n] generated by STD mechanism,
a rating matrix mRate[1..n][1..m] that contains the scores which
are given by users to their invoked services, and a domain matrix
mDom[1..m][1..p] that contains the domains of existing services in
the dataset.

In part 1, the algorithm performs in Lines 2–4, a first friendship
filtering of an active user (IdEgo) based not only on trust values
from trust matrix but also on the dynamic trust threshold which
calculated according to Eq. (4) by the function getDynamicTresT
(Line 3). The latter allows to select only most trustworthy friends.

Once trustworthy friends are extracted (Lines 3–19, Algorithm2-
part2), this algorithm calculates in Line 5, the expertise of each
friend based on Eq. (5) (see Section 6.1). Then, for each friend,
SOAF-based social profile is selected (Line 6) in order to extract
their invoked or published web services by using respectively the
functions getUsedWS (Line 7) and getProvidedWS (Line 8) by
applying a SPARQL queries. In Lines (9–12), SC-WSD performs a
second service filtering based on the domain of user’s query (Line
10) by adding them to the list of trusted Web services trustedWS
if these do not already exist (Lines 11–12). At the end of the loop
(Lines 4–12), the list of trustedWS includes the satisfactory services
without redundancywhich are invoked by trustworthy friends and
corresponded to the user’s query.

In Lines 16–17, for each web service collected in the list of
trustedWS, SC-WSD predicts its ratings by applying the function
getPredictedRate (Line 17). This function takes as input the
expertise values calculated in Line 5 and the rating matrix by
applying Eq. (6) (see Section 6.1). In Line 19, the recommended
list bestWS contains a ranked services (Line 18) according to their

Algorithm 1: Global Service Discovery — Part 1
Input: IdEgo : Integer,Query :

$,mTrust[1..n][1..n] : Double,
mRate[1..n][1..m] : Integer,
mDom[1..m][1..p] : Integer, domQ:String

Output: bestWS : List < Integer >

Var: trustF : List < Integer >,
expertF : Map < Integer, Double >, urlSoaf : String ,
userWS = List < Integer >,
trustedWS : Map < Integer, Double >,
wsCat : String

1 begin
// Recover trustworthy friends of ego

according to trust matrix
2 for (idF ∈ [0..n]) do
3 if (mTrust[idEgo][idF ] ≥ getDynamicTresT(idEgo))

then
4 trustF .add(idF );

predicted rating with the domain-specific expertise of friends by
applying a Tri function. To overcome the problem of no response,
we proposed that our algorithm uses an alternative recommen-
dation mechanism by using the function CFRecommendation (in
Algorithm 2-part 2) that will occurs in the one of the following
cases:

• The set of trustworthy friends is empty (Lines 1–2).
• No service of trustworthy friends responds to the user’s

query (Lines 13–14).

In the next section, we present the experimentation.



Algorithm 2: Global Service Discovery — Part 2

1 if ( trustF .isEmpty() = true) then
// Call the collaborative filtering if there

is not a trustworthy friend
2 FCBasedRecommendation(idEgo,mRate,mDom, domQ );
3 else

// For each friend
4 for f ∈ trustF do

// Compute the expertise of friend
according to formula 5

5 expertF .put(f , getExpValue(f , domQ ));
// Recover the invocation histories

according to the SOAF profile
6 urlSoaf ← getUrlSoaf(f );
7 userWS.add(getUsedWS(urlSoaf ));
8 userWS.add(getProvidedWS(urlSoaf ));
9 for idWS ∈ userWS do

// Filtering the list of Web services
based on the user query

10 if (mDom[idWS][domQ ] = 1) then
11 if (trustedWS.contains(idWS) = false) then
12 trustedWS.add(idWS);

13 if (trustedWS.isEmpty() = true) then
14 FCBasedRecommendation(idEgo,mRate,mDom, domQ )
15 else

// Predict the rating of service Eq. 6
16 for (idWS ∈ trustedWS) do
17 bestWS.put(idWS, getPredictedRate(idWS,

expertF ,mRate))
// Ranking of Web services

18 bestWS ←− Tri(bestWS);
19 return bestWS;

7. Experimental studies

To validate our decentralized service discovery approach, we
used three datasets in order to evaluate each mechanism such
as : STD (Social Trust Detection, see Section 7.1) and SR (Service
Recommendation, see Section 7.2).

7.1. Evaluation of social trust detection mechanism

In our work, we proposed a new Social Trust Level (LoT) mea-
sure which is based on the level of social interactions that depend
on the time factor and the interest similarity between friends based
on their SOAF-based social profiles. We proposed an implicit trust
values that do not require the user’s intervention. Through the
evaluation step, we propose to validate the following points:

• the importance of considering the time factor in the trust
measure,
• the use of dynamic trust threshold γ rather than static

threshold λ.

7.1.1. Used dataset & evaluation metrics
For experimentation purpose, we need a real dataset that in-

cludes users’ social profiles (RDF/FOAF) but we have not found it in
Internet. For this reason, we have used another method to acquire
some profiles. Therefore, we firstly crawled from Facebook online

social network the archive11 of HTML files of social data of 20
users under their permission. This archive contains different types
of information (e.g., name, country, interests, preferences, social
interactions or activities, etc.). With this collected data, we formed
a Facebook sub-network structure that contains 1326 connected
friends. After that, we applied the technique of Web mining in
HTML pages in order to extract only necessary information that we
need, like: the social interactions, i.e., sent messages, the date of
sending and the involved friends and their interests. Secondly, the
evaluation process unrolls as follows. At the first time, we invited
each user to connect into our SC-WSD system to select and save his
real trusted friends. At the second time, we evaluated the obtained
results of STD mechanism by using three popular metrics, such as
the recall, the precision and the F-measure which are defined as
follow.

The precision, as shown in Eq. (7), is the number of real trust-
worthy friends who are returned by the system compared to the
total number of returned friends.

Precision =
Returned

⋂
RealTrusted

Returned
. (7)

The recall, as shown in Eq. (8), corresponds to the number of
trustworthy friends who are returned by the system compared to
the total number of real trustworthy friends who are identified by
each user.

Recall =
Returned

⋂
Trusted

RealTrusted
. (8)

The F-measure is a combination of the two previous metrics as
shown in Eq. (9).

F-Measure =
2× Recall× Precision
Recall+ Precision

. (9)

7.1.2. Obtained results
In this section, we perform two series of tests. The first series

enables us to fix the value of the various parameters (α and β) and
the threshold γ . The second series enables us to compare our STD
mechanism with and without taking into account the time factor.
Adjustment of parameters α and β . The proposed metric LoT (see
Section 5.3, Eq. (3)) is computed according two other metrics such
as: Level of interaction (LoI) with the parameter α and Level of
interest similarity (LoS) with the parameter beta. Fig. 6(a) shows
α = 0.8 and β = 0.2 are the best F-measure value (=0.85).
This demonstrates that the time factor associated with LoI among
friends has an important influence on LoT computing. In others
words, if α is closer to 1 and β is closer to 0 then LoT increase over
time.
Effect of dynamic trust threshold γ . STD mechanism suggests to
an active user a list of most trusted friends which are selected on
the basis of threshold. We choose three static thresholds (λ =
0.5, 0.6 and 0.7) and we compare the obtained results, in terms
of precision, recall an F-measure, with dynamic threshold γ . In
Fig. 6(b), if λ increase (=0.6 or 0.7) then the number of trusted
friends is reduced, else if λ decrease (=0.5) then some friends are
selected and recommended to the user. Hence, we deduct that the
dynamic filtering of friends with γ is much better than λ.
Impact of time in trusted friends detection. In order to evalu-
ated the importance of time, we compared the obtained results
by applying the LoT measure that we proposed with the same
metric but without taking into account the time. As a result, in
Fig. 7(a), we found that the precision of the obtained results by
the Not Time-aware Trust metric is very low (precision average
= 40.81%) than our Time-aware Trust metric (=51.88%). This

11 https://www.facebook.com/help/131112897028467/.
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Fig. 6. (a) Obtained results of F-measure with variation of α and β parameters, and (b) Obtained results of F-measure with variation of static threshold (λ = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7)
compared to the dynamic threshold γ .

Fig. 7. (a) Obtained results of precision and (b) recall of Time- and Not Time-aware detection of trusted friends.

justifies our hypothesis that the not consideration of time factor
may recommend to an active user his/her friends who were con-
sidered trusted in the past and they are no longer. Hence, the time
factor of social interaction degree has a very strong impact in the
trustworthiness friends detection. In addition,we found in Fig. 7(b)
the recall average of the obtained results by our Time-aware trust
metric is much better (=73.44%) than the Not Time-aware Trust
(=68.725%). This justifies that ourmetric detects and recommends
all trusted friends from the real trusted friends who are identified
by each user.

In the next section, we will evaluate the accuracy of our SR
mechanism.

7.2. Evaluation of service recommendation mechanism

In SR mechanism, we proposed to predict the rating of services
according to the expertise of user’s friends in domain-specific. In
SC-WSD, we deduct that SSR in some cases cannot suggest to user
any services. To overcome this limit, we proposed a CFSR as an
alternative mechanism that takes into account only the expertise
of all directed friends (see Section 6). Through this evaluation step,
we try to validate the following points:

• the consideration of the user’s expertise in the rating pre-
diction,
• the proposed service recommendation (SR) mechanism in

front of the response rate.

7.2.1. Used dataset & evaluation metrics
We used the Epinions dataset that includes (i) a trust matrix

which contains the values of explicit confidence provided by users,
(ii) a rating matrix which contains the ratings attributed to differ-
ent items, and (iii) the category (or domain) matrix which contains

Table 1
Comparison between the values of RMSE.

RS TidalTrust MoleTrust TrustWalker SC-WSD

RMSE 1.216 1.430 1.192 1.011

the category for each item. In our context, we consider each item
as a web service.

7.2.2. Obtained results
At the first level, we evaluated the impact of expertise in the

service recommendation. At the second level, we evaluated the re-
sponse rate in the cases of traditional social service recommenda-
tion (TSSR) which based only on trust; and our social collaborative
service recommendation mechanism (SSR+ CFSR).
Impact of Expertise inRatingPrediction.We compared thepredic-
tionmeasure used in our SC-WSD systemwith other recommender
systems like TidalTrust [20], MoleTrust [25] and TrustWalker [26].
We used RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) that is a popular accu-
racy metric to compute the difference between the predicted rate
and the real rate as depicted in Eq. (10).

RMSE =

√∑
(u,s)|Ru,s (ru,s − r̂u,s)⏐⏐{(u, s)|Ru,s}

⏐⏐ (10)

with Ru,s is a Boolean variable equal to 1 if the user u evaluate service
s, ru,s is the real rate which is attributed by user u to a service s, and
r̂u,s is the predicted rate.

The obtained results in Table 1 showed that the gap between the
real rate and the predicted rate in our system is lower (is equal to
1.011) than other systems such as TidalTrust (=1.216), MoleTrust
(=1.430) and TrustWalker (=1.192). This is explained on the one
hand that the trust relationship is an insufficient factor for the



Table 2
Response rate.

Mechanism Successful queries Failed queries Response rate

TSSR 57 55 5%
SSR+FCSR 111 1 9.9%

recommendation. On the other hand, the importance of taking
into account the domain-specific expertise factor can improve the
recommendation quality.
Response rate. We propose to evaluate the response rate provided
by the traditional social recommender system (TSRS) and our
proposed service recommendation mechanism (SSR+FCSR). In our
context, we define that the response rate, as shown in Eq. (11), is
found by dividing the number of successful querieswhich returned
services to the user by the total amount of queries in the dataset.
This rate is usually presented as a percentage.

ResponseRate =
Successfulqueries

Total
. (11)

For test, we have 20 users who interrogate the SC-WSD system
with 112 queries in total, approximately 6 queries for each user.
As result, as shown in Table 2, we found that only 57 users’ queries
are carried out successfully by the TSRS, with response rate equal
to 5%. Contrariwise, we found that for 111 users’ queries our
proposed mechanism (SSR+FCSR) has succeeded to recommend
services with response rate better than TSRS and it equals to 9.9%.

By relying on these rates, we prove that the recommendation
quality provided by our mechanism (SSR+FCSR) is better than the
traditional (TSSR). Therefore, the taking into account of trust, as a
social factor, is not sufficient in recommendation. Therefore, some
factors of quality must be taken into account like the expertise
and the domain-specific. Besides, the obtained rate in this assess-
ment complements the previous experimentations that indicate
the significant impact of (i) time in trust detection and (ii) domain-
specific expertise with trust in recommendation. In addition, we
have used collaborative filtering as an alternative approach but
we have not based on the usual criterion that is similarity among
friends but we based on the user’s expertise as a new filtering
criterion between them. That is why 54 queries, which have not a
responses in TSSR, are suggested results to their users in SSR+FCSR.
In spite of these results, wemust not forget that our recommenda-
tion approach has extended the response time.

8. Related work

The recommendation approach has evolved into interactive
Web environment in order to help the users find the appropriate
items (e.g., book, music, product). It attempts to predict the pre-
ferred items through the implicit or explicit data or information
which has been acquired directly or indirectly from the users’
interactions with the outside world. In [14], two categories of ap-
proaches are distinguished such as Collaborative Filtering (CF) and
Social Recommendation (SR) thatwe present briefly in this section.
Next, we present some service recommendation approaches.

8.1. Collaborative filtering recommendation

The CF approach predicts the user’s preferences based on the as-
sumption that if users have agreedwith each other in the past, they
are more likely to agree with each other in the future than to agree
with randomly chosen users [11,14]. Moreover, This approach paid
a little attention to the cold-start and the data sparsity problems.
(1) The cold start is mean that the system may fail to provide any
recommendation (i) for new users who have not yet evaluate the

items since no historical information of these users are provided in
the system, or (ii) for new itemswhich have not yet been evaluated.
(2) The data sparsity is frequently encountered in the calculation
of the similarity between two vectors of ratings. In other words, CF
approach uses a rating matrix (Users× Items) which contains the
scores which are given by users to each item. Usually, this matrix
is very sparse suggesting that there are a lots of unknown rating.

Due to these problems, CF approaches suffer significant diffi-
culties in identifying similar users or items via common similarity
measures (e.g., Cosine measure, Pearson Correlation, etc.), in turn,
deteriorating the recommendation performance.

8.2. Social recommendation

With the prevalence of Web 2.0, the SR approach has attracted
the attention of several research fields and works [14]. In [13], the
social recommender system defined as any recommender system
that suggests any items (e.g., movie, person, tag, service, etc.) with
online social relationships as an additional input. Unlike CF, that
considers users as being independent of each other, meanwhile
the SR considers the users are correlated and connected by various
types of relationships [12] such as friendship, co-worker, business,
etc. In addition, SR use not only the matrix of rating (Users ×
Items) like in CF but also the adjacencymatrix (Users×Users) that
represents the connection between users [14].

The main contributions of this approach are firstly solving the
data sparsity and cold start problems, and secondly improving
the quality and the accuracy of recommendation since the con-
nected users provide different information from similar users for
recommendation [26]. Indeed, CF must compute the similarity be-
tween all users of the systemwhile the SR computes the similarity
between users which are connected through a specific type of
relationship. In fact, it is necessary for SR based an adequatemech-
anism for analyzing a specific social relationship among users.
Therefore, SR involves the independent research field of Social
Networks Analysis (SNA) [33] and takes full advantage of various
workswhich are established in this area such as how to detect trust
in social network [20,25,35,22,27,36], etc.

In the next subsection, we present some trust-aware SR ap-
proaches.

8.3. Trust-aware recommendation approaches

Trust has been identified as an effective mean to utilize the so-
cial network information in order to improve the recommendation
quality. The majority of Social Recommender Systems (SRS) based
on, firstly, one ormoremetrics to compute the trust between users.
Secondly, they based on another metric to predict the score may
assign by a given user for each item. The interest of this metric
is to classify the recommended items according to their predicted
scores.

In social computing, the value of trust relationship was
measured in several ways depending on properties which
are considered differently in various SRS. These properties
are listed as follows: global/local [37], direct/indirect [38],
symmetric/asymmetric [32,39], explicit/implicit, transitive/non-
transitive [40], and static/dynamic [32].

In literature, some approaches proposed the use of local trust
values [25,20], others used global values [15,16]. Both of these
approaches have advantages. A local trust provides more person-
alized recommendations and considers the user’s opinion based
on his closest friends. However, a global trust expresses the user’s
reputation in the entire social network. In ourwork,we aim to offer
a personalized recommendation by using a local trust.

In terms of trust values, several trust-aware SRS like Tidal-
Trust [20], SocialMF [26], MoleTrust [25] are based on explicit



values of trust which are provided by their users. In our point
of view, we note that asking a user to evaluate each member
of his network may be a tedious task. Moreover, the experience
actually shows that few users feel bothered to accomplish this
task. However, in our work, we intend to compute the trust in
implicit manner. However, other SRS used a binary values (0/1) to
compute the trust level. We believe that this is a very restrictive
measure that cannot be used to rank the users. In contrast, other
researches [20,25] has suggested discrete values. We propose that
the trust value is in interval [0, 1] can discriminate between trusted
and untrusted friends.

In terms of trust computing, some studies [24,41] combined
the trust value with the similarity between users. This justifies
that trusting someone does not necessarily mean sharing the same
preferences or interests with him. Hence, it is obvious that using
this similarity measure improves the quality of recommendation.
Therefore, computing the similarity can reduce the data sparsity
problem. In most of RS, the similarity between users is calculated
on the basis of score matrix (Users × Items) by applying a Co-
sine Similarity. In addition, most of users assign scores to few
items. Hence, this matrix is very sparse and it becomes difficult
to compare two users and calculate the similarity between them.
However, in our work, we propose to compute the trust level
by taking into account other impact factors like the users’ social
interactions [34].

In terms of trust propagation, Golbeck [20] considered that the
trust is transitive and justified her views as follows: If a user X
accepts a user Y to recommend him some items, so, why would
not X accepts Y to recommend him/her a friend that he considers
trustworthy. However, Moghaddam et al. [27] presume that the
trust cannot be transitive, and a user cannot trust the strangers
(those who do not have direct links with him). They calculated the
trust only with respect to a direct association with the user. In the
same sens, we propose to detect the trustworthy friends only who
have direct connection with a given user.

In terms of trust state, Zhou et al. [32] affirmed that a user
trusts in another only reflects his beliefs at a static point in time.
Hence, the trust is not a static concept but it changes (increase or
decrease) over time which often called trust dynamics. Then, trust
maydecaywith users interactions or observations [42]. In the same
vision,wepropose to take into account the temporal factor of user’s
interactions in the trust computing.

8.4. Service recommendation approaches

The main goal of service recommendation approach is to help
the users discover the services that meet their needs. CF is one
of the most popular approaches to build service recommender
system [9,10,43]. However, with the advent of social networks, the
SR approach can potentially solve some challenging problems of
CF approach, such as the data sparsity and the cold-start prob-
lems [14].

With the appearance of SR approach, there are rarely research
studies [4,17–19,21,44,45] which have exploited the social links
between users. Among them, some works take into account for
example: the users’ proximity [46], the trust relationship [5,15,17],
the users’ centrality [16] by using some metrics which related
to SNA like centrality degree, proximity, prestige, etc. Moreover,
Other studies used other metrics like Jaccard Coefficient, Cosine
Similarity, Pearson Correlation Coefficient in order to compute the
similarity between users. In our work, we focus particularly on
trust relationship.

8.4.1. Trust: A social indicator
Actually, the social trust has become an important concept

in service recommendation. It has been studied from different
aspects: the data (or content), services (or applications), the
providers (Web sites, organizations, governments or individuals)
and the service consumers (organizations or individuals) [36].

By exploring the literature, Louati et al. [15] proposed a new
discovery technique based on a social trust measure that ranks
service providers belonging to the service requester’smultirelation
social network. The proposed measure is an aggregation of two
measures: the sociability of provider (in terms of his position in
social network, his social proximity and his similarity); and the
expertise of an agent (in terms of reliability, usability and quality
score).

In the same scope, Bansal et al. [16] proposed a RS of composed
Web services which based on trustworthiness of service providers
and on the QoS (Quality of Service) like the response time, the
cost of service. The trust level is calculated implicitly according to
the position of providers in his social network. The proposed RS
provide for a service requester a classified services with their QoS
which is calculated on the basis of trust level of provider.

In addition, Deng et al. [5] proposed a RS of services according
to the trustworthy friends who involved in social network. The
proposed trust metric combines two values such as: (i) the ex-
plicit trust provided by a user to his friend, and, (ii) the similarity
between users by applying the cosine measure on rating vectors
which are assigned by them. Finally, the proposed RS provide a
rating prediction step for services that is realized randomly by
browsing the social network to search a trustworthy user who
evaluated a service in the past.

The majority of previous mentioned studies have used the
user’s feedback (rating) in the service score prediction step but we
think that is insufficient. Hence, in our daily lives, we prefer the
advice not only of our trustworthy friends but among them who
are more expert in domain specific. Indeed, a user expert in the
medical domain is not necessarily expert in the economic domain.

In the next section, we present a novel factor which may influ-
ences on the recommendation quality.

8.4.2. Domain-specific expertise: A quality indicator
In general, the concept of expertise has emerged in the doc-

ument retrieval context. In this field, Xu et al. [47] proposed an
approach that recommends for an active user a list of experts. This
approach combines the SNA and the semantic concept analysis
to improve the accuracy of personalized recommendation. In the
context of service computing, we think that the expertise level of
user can affects the recommendation quality. By browsing the lit-
erature, Yuan et al. [4] proposed to quantify the user’s expertise in
terms of howmany times the user has used the required service. In
the same sens, Louati et al. [15] compute the expertise of providers
in terms of QoS (e.g usability, reliability, rating, etc.).

All mentioned recommendation works have proposed different
definitions and metrics of expertise to make their service recom-
mendation more accurate according to users’ interests. However,
theseworks do not take into account the domain-specific in exper-
tise computing . In others words, there are several services which
belong to different and sometimes to same domains (e.g., com-
puter, food, travel, medical, etc.). For this reason, the consideration
of domain of services is important in the steps of service filtering
and user’s expertise computing.

8.5. Synthesis

To outline, our decentralized service discovery approach is
generic and it can be applied to any context of SRS for the rec-
ommendation of any type of items (API, tag, Internet of Thing



(IoT) service, etc.). In general, our approach is performed by a
recommendation mechanism which is different to other related
works in three levels, such as:

1. At the first level, we proposed twodisjoint sub-mechanisms.
The first mechanism (SSR) based on social recommendation
approach according not only of most trustworthy friends
who involved in social network but also their expertise. The
second is an alternative mechanism based on collaborative
filtering approach (CFSR)which based essentially on friends’
expertise. This mechanism will perform in the worst case
of SSR, i.e.; there are no trusted friends detected or no
recommended service.

2. At the second level, our contribution is related to the tem-
poral based-computing social trust that we have given an
importance of time factor between users’ interactions in
order to calculate the trust level among them.

3. At the last level, another contribution is related to the
expertise based-service recommendation from which the
majority of research studies do not exploited the domain
of user’s query and the expertise of trustworthy friends in
the recommendation purpose. We consider (i) the domain,
as additional input in SR, can reduce the problem of user’s
disorientation and (ii) the expertise concept can enhance the
precision of recommendation quality.

9. Conclusion & futures directions

Our research work is related mainly to Web service discovery
regardless of its type (elementary or composed) based on two
complementary mechanisms, i.e., social trust detection (STD) and
service recommendation (SR). Our ultimate goal is to reduce the
problems of service overload and the user’s disorientation in the
service selection step.

In this paper, we present firstly a background of various con-
cepts which are used in our previous work. Next, we detailed our
novel service discovery approachwhich based on two disjoint sub-
mechanisms. The first sub-mechanism consists in applying a ser-
vice recommendation mechanism based not only on trustworthy
directed friends but also on their expertise in specific domain that
is indicated in advance in the user’s query. We proposed that the
trust level is computed by aggregating two impact factors, such as
interest similarity and time-aware interaction levels. In the worst
case of recommendation (i.e., no recommendation of friends or
services), we appeal a second alternative sub-mechanism which
based on collaborative filtering approach. This latter takes into
account the expertise of all directed friends for a given user in his
egocentric social network. The output of these sub-mechanisms is
a ranked list of recommended service according to their predicted
rating based on the domain-specific expertise level. Finally, we
conducted a series of experimentation and the obtained results
show that each mechanism provides a better results than other
related works. Nevertheless, we note that the response time of
our proposed global service discovery algorithm has extended. In
addition, we have already used the response rate but it is not the
only metric to give an idea about the quality of recommended
services.

In our futureworks,we envisage firstly, to addothers evaluation
metrics such as: (i) the response time to assess the proposed algo-
rithm and find some solution to optimize it, (ii) the ranking quality
metric like Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) to evaluate the
usefulness of a service based on its position in the recommended
list. Secondly, we will improve our SC-WSD system with another
process like the social service composition in order to respond
to the users’ complex queries by taking into account the existing
social links among services which are modeled in our SOAF-based
global social network.
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